CONCLUSION
From die foregoing data, it seems, we may draw two essential
conclusions:
1.	The Germanic invasions destroyed neither the Mediterranean
unity of the ancient world, nor what may be regarded as the truly
essential features of the Roman culture as it still existed^ in the 5th
century, at a time when there was no longer anEmperor in the West.
Despite the resulting turmoil and destruction, no new principles
made dieir appearance; neither in the economic or social order,
nor in the linguistic situation, nor in the existing institutions.
What civilization survived was Mediterranean. It was in the
regions by the sea that culture was preserved, and it was from
them that the innovations of the age proceeded: monasticism, the
conversion of the Anglo-Saxons, the ars Barbctrica, etc.
The Orient was the fertilizing factor: Constantinople, die centre
of the world. In 600 the physiognomy of the world was not
different in quality from that which it had revealed in 400.
2.	The cause of the break with the tradition of antiquity was
the rapid and unexpected advance of Islam- The result of this
advance was the final separation of East from West, and the end
of the Mediterranean unity.  Countries like Africa and Spain,
which had always been parts of the Western community, gravi-
tated henceforth in the orbit of Baghdad. In these countries another
religion made its appearance, and an entirely different culture.
The Western Mediterranean, having become a Musulman lake,
was no longer the thoroughfare of commerce and of thought
which it had always been.
The West was blockaded and forced to live upon its own
resources. For the first time in history the axis of life was shifted
northwards from the Mediterranean. The decadence into which
the Merovingian monarchy lapsed as a result of this change gave
birth to a new dynasty, the Carolingian, whose original home
•was in the Germanic North!
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